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It is with great pleasure that I welcome you 

issue of the New Year and, as is our custom, 
full of information about the many wonderful

activities that await you in Cuba.
 At the top of the list is the 13th Habanos Festival, 

scheduled for February, and which continues to be a 

products worldwide: the Habano cigar. And all of 

again be satisfyingly surprised at the new launchings

Villareal, who have a special place reserved for their 

with cigars. And don’t miss Cuban abstract painter 

innermost perceptions of his surroundings, as well as 
our two featured photographers, Nelson Ramírez de

and images to show a mirror of themselves and the 
world in which they live. And for music lovers, we 

childhood and dreams as an artist.
 In this issue, you’ll also read about CUBADISCO

2011, which has nothing to do with discotheques but 
is an International Fair and Competition to bring to 
national and international attention what the Cuban
recording industry has been up to. 

Another favourite of the Cubaplus team is the 

celebrating its 20th edition. With great enthusiasm, we

where you’ll learn more about the Fair as well as about 

This issue, as well as our previous issue, also
provides a special glimpse into Cuba’s International
Craftsmanship Fair, FIART 2010. Always a special 

included the presentation of the Cubaplus magazine.
To start off the New Year with something unique,

of the Caribbean.”
We, the Cubaplus team, also enjoyed a special

Restaurant.
I’m sure you’ll enjoy reading this issue, which

continues the established tradition of Cubaplus in
presenting art, culture, fashion and music, as well 
as touching on medical advances – in this issue, an

cancer patients. Enjoy.

Letter of  the Publisher

Dominic Soave

Publisher
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The Habanos Festival, organized 

by the Habanos S.A. Corporation 

and the Tabacuba Business Group, 

celebrates its 13th Edition this year, 

in Havana, from February 21st to 25th. The Festival 

is a celebration and tribute to the Habano, a 

distinctive product which is the result of a unique 

combination of Cuban soils, climate, centuries-

old knowledge and history. The Festival is also the 

perfect opportunity for launching new Habanos, 

as well as for tasting and associations of the 

Habano with other prestige products worldwide.

Among the major new releases to be presented 

by Habanos S.A. at the 13th Festival is the new 

Partagás Serie E. Furthermore, a new Habano 

is added to the already legendary Serie D, with 

the inclusion of Partagás Serie D No. 5. Also 

H.Upmann’s new size cigar, named the Half 

Corona, will be showcased. Finally, the new 

Reserva within the Montecristo brand that 

has an exclusive numbered production, will be 

presented at the closing Gala Dinner.

The origin of the famous Partagás brand dates 

back to 1845, over 165 years ago. A Partagás is 

immediately recognizable by its rich and intense 

of selected tobaccos from the Vuelta Abajo 

region in Pinar del Río Province, is very rich and 

aromatic. After the presentation a few years 

www.cubaplus.ca8

Partagás Serie D No. 5.

Partagás Serie E No. 2.
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with the inclusion of the P No. 2, the prestige of 

the Partagás Series has continued to increase. 

Now, Partagás brings out two new releases to 

be enjoyed exclusively during the 13th Habanos 

Festival: The Serie E No. 2 and The Serie D No. 5.

The new Partagás Serie E No. 2 (girth 54,  

140 mm long) inaugurates the new Serie E fully 

conceived for Habanos of 54 ring gauge. The 

Serie E No. 2 would be considered a reference 

cigar for those smokers who seek Habanos of 

Another exclusive release in the brand is the 

Partagás Serie D No. 5 (girth 50, 110 mm long), 

whose novel size was part of the 2008 Limited 

Edition. This cigar was highly appreciated by 

of a Partagás Serie D, (designed in accordance 

with the 50 ring gauge Habanos), but in a shorter 

of Partagás locked in this small size allows 

that is in keeping with the new circumstances 

 The Half Corona from H.Upmann (girth 44 and 

90 mm long), which will be presented during 

this Festival, is very trendy since it is adapted to 

the global situation regarding the limited time 

many have for self-indulgence. Others prefer it 

H. Upmann Half Corona.

Montecristo Gran Reserva.
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because of the existence of few available places 

for smoking, as they want to enjoy  the wide 

range of sensations a Habano can provide but  

in a shorter format.

This soon to be added size to the H.Upmann 

brand is an invitation to a short, pleasant smoke 

also ideal for those who may wish to venture into 

the extraordinary world of Habanos. 

The Gala Dinner and evening, to be held on 

Friday, the 25th, will close this edition of the 

Festival with the presentation of Montecristo 

Gran Reserva, 2005 crop. The emblematic 

Montecristo No. 2 size, which is part of the 

Montecristo Gran Reserva, has been chosen 

for this unique production and is the first Gran 

Reserva to be presented in this great Habanos 

brand. 

Montecristo has been a prestigious Habanos 

brand since its origin in 1935 and has become a 

reference among Habanos lovers. This new Gran 

Reserva delves into the unique character of 

Habanos as a protected denomination of origin. 

Manufactured with tobacco leaves grown in 

2005, the filler, binders and wrappers were 

selected and carefully aged during a long and 

careful process of at least 5 years. Montecristo 

Gran Reserva is a one-off release of 5,000 

numbered boxes. All in all, the Habanos Festival 

keeps surprising cigar enthusiasts and devotees 

with new launchings of high quality cigars.

www.cubaplus.ca10

For more information and registration to the Habanos Festival 

www.habanos.com
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Club
Mostly all visitors to this beautiful island of Cuba have the

same puzzled feeling when they see the old vintage cars 

roaming along the streets of Cuban cities. The so-called

street museum of vintage American cars also includes an

important collection of great Harley-Davidson bikes.

Cuba is in a very unique situation regarding people riding Harley-Davidsons 

bikes. Classic Harley-Davidson riders are seen almost as a society within a 

society and they seem to have gathered a particular respect from the police

and other government agencies since they all know and understand that

keeping these classic bicycles functioning and usable in Cuban streets is an 

astonishing feat.

Habana Harley ClubClubllllll yubub
Right to Left: Luc Allary, Omar Fernandez, Jorge Luis Fleites, Anibal Hayes, Claudio Vetere, Julio Palmero, David Blanco, Marc 
Whittingham, Cy Tokmakjian, Ricardo Salmeron, Oiciruam posada, Mario García, Raul Herrera and Dominic Soave.

David Blanco.
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There are three motorcycle clubs in Cuba, one of 

them, the Habana-Harley Club, celebrated its 6th

anniversary on January 22. One of the most esteemed 

members of the Habana-Harley Club, Cuban singer

David Blanco, featured in Cubaplus past issues,

performed during the celebration.

The members of the Habana-Harley Club rank 

from business people to Cubans dedicating

their lives to keeping the bikes on the road.

They exchange information and spare parts and

organize rides on the beautiful and uneven roads

of the island.

Another of the motorcycle clubs present in the

island is a chapter of The Latin American Motorcycle

Association (LAMA) based in Chicago, USA that has a

long tradition in maintaining the Harley spirit.

Michael Cifarelli, Luc Allary and Raul Herrera

Julio Palmero, Luc Allary, David Blanco and Naile Sosa.
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Cubaplus 
at FIART

By Tomás A. Granados
Photos by José (Tito) Meriño
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FIART, the great Cuban artisan fair celebrated each year in Havana 

to promote the cultural tradition of artisans and artists, dedicated

a spot in this year’s edition to present Cubaplus magazine and

praise the publication’s objective of stimulating visits of Canadian

travelers to the island.

The presentation of Cubaplus by its founder and director, Canadian 

impresario Dominic Soave, took place in Pabexpo, one of the capital’s main 

fairgrounds, where the 14th International Craft Fair, FIART 2010, was held 

from December 9th to 19th. 

This display of decorative and practical handmade pieces, a

promotional space for the cultural tradition of artisans and 

artists, was attended by creators from 20 countries of Latin

America, Europe, Asia and Africa, who were distributed

among 319 stands in Pabexpo.

Dominic Soave and Luis Enrique González ,
Prensa Latina President.
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Organized by the Cuban Cultural Fund and the Ministry

of Culture under the theme, “Art, Trade and Utility,”

FIART 2010 included the presentation of the Cubaplus 

magazine, in collaboration with Prensa Latina Latin

American News Agency, has encouraged many 

Canadians to visit Cuba through presenting relevant

aspects of Cuban culture, history, tradition and places 

of interest.

“This is a project that helps bring Canadians and 

Cubans closer,” said Annie Legault, political program 

manager at the Canadian Embassy.

Guests at the event were also treated to a high

couture fashion show by designer Lourdes Trigo, 

whose patient and creative work in the world of 

fashion appears in Issue 17 of Cubaplus magazine.
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By Roberto F. Campos

Hemingway’s
Dreams in Cuba

(Part II)

Spots of the Bronze God
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Lured by a special charm, many travelers seek the

places in Cuba that were known by the famous

American writer Ernest Hemingway, places where he 

Ernest Hemingway, the man, was almost as Cuban as he was 

American. This statement is demonstrated by the constant 

signs of his presence in marvellous spots in Cuba, where the

author of The Old Man and the Sea lived uninterruptedly for

more than 20 years.

The “Bronze God of American Literature” chose places with

lots of character for meeting with friends, talking, drinking or 

chasing German submarines, all places today pinpointed for a

grand tour.

arrived in Cuba on the cloudy night of April 1, 1928, at 22:50

local time, according to the notes of the time, and specialists

conclude that the writer arrived in the British Steamship 

Orita, with its entry into Havana Bay registered at Morro

Castle, the emblematic fortress of the island’s capital.

months pregnant, during a trip from France to Key West,

with a stopover in Havana. A year later, the young reporter

marlin.

However, other authorities consider that he was attracted

to the island by the tumultuous Jane Mason, wife of US

multimillionaire George Grant Mason, Pan American Airways

representative in Cuba.

In any event, Hemingway, then 29, was caught up in the 

woman’s orb and surrendered to her charms. During his 

Ambos Mundos Hotel, a room today preserved in his honour.

From that room, the writer had quite a view of the entire city

For Whom the Bell Tolls.
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Hemingway had an active life in Havana from 1929 to 

1936 in his favourite retreats like the Floridita Bar, which 

named a version of the daiquiri after him. This is the 

“Papa Doble” or “Hemingway Special”, based on white 

rum, lemon, mint and sugar, from which he took out the 

sugar and added more alcohol.

He sometimes drank twelve large glasses of the 

concoction at a time and took a couple of them “for the 

road” on his return to his Finca Vigía, his country home 

in the heights of San Francisco de Paula that his third 

wife, Martha Gellhorn, rented in 1939 and which he 

bought in 1940.

In this rural residence, with its stunning view,

Hemingway wrote, but not in the tower his wife had 

built for him, because he preferred to write standing

in his room. The Finca is now the Hemingway Museum 

where everything is preserved just as when he lived 

there.

To the east of the estate is the small fishing village 

of Cojimar, where he docked his yacht, Pilar. In 

Cojimar is still found the La Terraza Restaurant, 

specializing in the seafood dishes of which the Nobel 

Prize winner was fond.Hemingway´s living room in the Museum at the Finca Vigía.
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alf a million people enjoyed the 32nd edition 

of the New Latin American Film Festival of 

Havana which opened the door to a prolonged

visual feast. Lasting 10 days, from December 2 

president, Alfredo Guevara, was tracked by a crowd of movie 

competition, spectators also had their pick from the parallel 

exhibition of movies that included the most recent features 

from France, Italy, the UK, Germany, Norway, Spain and

Denmark, as well as a selection of Oscar-winning movies. 

There was also a selection of experimental cinema and other

genres like fantasy and horror.

Among the latter, the presentations by the Canadian National 

Film Board excelled with 15 cartoons, six documentaries, 

attracting many spectators.

and animation industry. His tribute included a retrospective 

of movies made in the 1940s and 1980s, including Neighbours 

and Narcissus.

As part of the Industry Sector, the seminar, Ibero-American 

Films Crossing Borders - a door to European Markets, 

co-productions.

By Anubis Galardy

Film Festival
An audiovisual party again 

captures the audience

Havana

www.cubaplus.ca24

Alfredo Guevara, president of the Havana Film 
Festival Organizing Committee. 
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Awards and Guests

Uruguay was the major winner in the competition 

A Useful Life, by 

Federico Veiroj, “a moving declaration of love for cinema 

with originality based on cinematographic resources” 

stated the jury panel.

Even so, the movie obtaining most awards was Post 

Mortem

including Second Coral and three others: best male 

performance, best female performance and best script.

The Good Herbs by Maria 

Novaro, centered on the early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s in 

Cuba shone in 10 departments, among them Best 

Director for Fernando Pérez for Jose Martí: the Eye of the 

Canary, an in-depth approach to the adolescence of the yy

Cuban national hero, poet and thinker.

www.cubaplus.ca 25
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The festival was also attended by a large delegation of 

producers, distributors, directors and screen writers from 

the United States, led by Kathryn Bigelow, winner of six 2010 

Oscars for The Hurt Locker. “Being here was exciting, pure and 

vital. It went beyond my expectations” said Bigelow. 

Mark Boal, The Hurt Locker screen writer, came to Havana 

with Bigelow, and for more than an hour explained details on 

in their country.

Both of them opened “The Oscar in Havana” section, while 

regional networking.

Sid Ganis, president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts 

and Sciences until 2009, outlined marketing and distribution 

Producer Michael Haussman, who worked on seven of the 

most important movies by Milos Forman, together with Ted 

and Vanessa Hope, David Robert Grubin, Sandford Lieberson 

For the second consecutive year, Fox Music, Inc. President 

Robert Kraft returned to the island to conduct a wokshop for 

students on the role of music in movies. Actress Julia Stiles also 

Nicky Parsons in The Bourne Supremacy trilogy.

Ellen Carrington also came to the festival from the US with the 

“From Amarcord to Z” exhibit, celebrating 50 years of poster 

art for the Academy’s Best Foreign Film awards, sponsored by 

the Margaret Eric Library of Beverly Hills. 

One of the festival’s paramount moments was the presence 

tribute. The author of Burnt By The Sun was awarded an 

honorary Coral and said he had dreamt of visiting Cuba for 

years, an island he considers a legend in all senses of the word.

Havana Film Festival

www.cubaplus.ca26

Alfredo Guevara and Nobel prize winner 
Gabriel García Márquez.

Kathryn Bigelow 
and Mark Boal.

Nikita Mikhalkov.
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With more than 25 years dedicated 

to photography focused mainly 

on the cigar world, Miguel Puldon

shares with us his constant search

for the best cigar-related images. Puldon’s artistic 

creation is greatly related to the world of the Cuban

cigar. His images have been published in a variety

of books, as well as in national and international

internet, and in other spaces of Cuban Cultural life.  

Contact information: 

mpuldonvilla@yahoo.es

In these images, the grace of smoke is joined by the 

elegance of femininity. The artist has worked with

several models in carefully chosen spaces to give us 

an appealing proposal where, among other things, he 

represents the relationship between Cuban women 

and cigars.

Puldon has worked with several artists, not only 

photographers, but also painters. Such is the case of 

his collaboration with Milton Bernal in exhibitions and 

presentations in Cuba and abroad.

Born in 1951 and having a Bachelor of Education, 

Puldon has mounted almost 90 exhibitions including 

both personal and collective. He has participated with

his work in many shows and in all Cigar Festivals since

2005.

Nowadays he is working with plastic artist Maria

Consuelo Mendoza in creative sequences of 

photoengraving. 
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Canadian Tourists
Just Love Cuba

TCuba showed a marked increase 

during 2010. By December 25th, 

918,064 visitors from Canada, 3,180 

more than in 2009, enjoyed the charms of the 

Caribbean island.

Tourism specialists attribute the increase to 

de Aviación, Sunwing Air Lines, Air Transat, 

Canjet, Air Canada and West Jet, which link

several Canadian cities with the top 10 tourism 

destinations in Cuba, led by Varadero.

tourists visiting Cuba in 2010, 4 percent more

than the previous year.

An increase in the number of connections from

Canada to the Cuban capital via new direct

with new service possibilities, is foreseen for

2011.

The Hotels Preferred by Canadians

A survey just released in Havana indicates that 

most Canadians spending their holidays in Cuba 

prefer to book at the Paradisus Río de Oro Hotel, 

in eastern Holguín Province, or the Melia Cayo 

Coco in the central coastal region.

While other hotel facilities around the island 

appeal to Canadian visitors, these two hotels 

are favoured, according to the travel reviews 

on www.monarc.ca – the most important travel 

community in Canada, gathering 80 percent of 

online Canadian travel agencies – the survey was 

issued by Spanish Sol Meliá Company, which

manages several major hotels in Cuba.

Eco-resort and spa with 354 rooms, was chosen 

as best in overall impression, total value, value 

for money, restaurant service and ideal for 

couples. The hotel is located in Bahía de Naranjo

Natural Park in Playa Esmeralda on Holguin’s 

northern coast.

The same reasons were given for the choice of 

the Melia Cayo Coco by Canadian tourists who 

visited the central northern Cuban coast. The

and is designed for adults over 18 years.

By Roberto F. Campos
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Located on a hill in the town of Cobre in eastern 

Santiago de Cuba Province, the basilica of the 

Virgen de la Caridad del Cobre attracts many Virgen de la Caridad del Cobre attracts many

visitors from Cuba and the world who come to

seek a miracle, repay promises or simply learn about an

important spiritual symbol of this Caribbean island.

Declared the Patron Saint of Cuba in the early twentieth

century by Pope Benedict XV at the request of thousands

rule, this copper-coloured virgin was later crowned by Pope 

John Paul II when he visited Santiago de Cuba in 1998.

As a result of Cuba’s established religious syncretism, 

the Catholic Virgin of Charity is venerated as Ochun by the Catholic Virgin of Charity is venerated as Ochun by

practitioners of the Yoruba religion, brought to Cuba 

by African slaves during Spanish colonial rule.

Ochun is the Orisha (goddess) who reigns over sensuality, 

and beauty, love and fertility. An important saint, she is 

also known as Iyalode, which means Queen in the Yoruba 

language.

By Ilsa Rodríguez  /  Photos by José Tito Meriño
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Manifestation and Sanctuary

It is said that between the years 1606 and 1612, brothers 

Rodrigo and Juan de Hoyos and their slave, Juan Moreno,

witnessed the divine appearance of a virgin with a child in 

Holguín Province, then known as the region of Real Sitio de 

Minas de Santiago del Prado.

According to the legend, the three declared that the 

statue was fastened to a board inscribed, “I am the Virgin

who ordered a small chapel built in her honour. But the statue

disappeared from where it was placed and reappeared days 

later on El Cobre hilltop, where she has been worshipped

ever since.
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Hundreds of people visit the sanctuary daily and cross 

the “chapel of miracles” before approaching the beautiful

dark image of the Patron Saint of Cuba.

treasures with the passage of time. Among them the

Nobel Prize for literature awarded in 1954 to Ernest

Hemingway, as well as jewellery, porcelain, candelabras,

to Caridad by the veterans of the Cuban Independence 

Wars that ended in 1898.

Considered the protective spirit of the Cuban people, the 

call Cachita, is celebrated each September 8 when the

The basilica is 12 miles from Santiago de Cuba, the second 

most important city in Cuba, in the middle of a tropical 

rural landscape, surrounded by royal palm trees. 

the exploitation of rich copper deposits in the area that 

allowed the people of the region to build such a place to

honour the Virgin of Charity.

The present building, constructed in 1927 at a cost of 

300,000 Cuban pesos, has three towers, eight entrance 

doors and a huge atrium 240 meters x 15 meters. Its hilltop 

location can be reached by a steep staircase.

The beauty of Cuba’s Patron Saint and her basilica is 

complemented by the colourful stained glass windows 

reproducing the legend of the appearance of the Virgin on 

the waters of the Bay of Nipe.
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Haila
www.cubaplus.ca36

María Mompie
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Considered one of Cuba’s major female voices,

Haila María Mompie, or simply Haila, as her

Mala”

- Spanish for “Bad” - with which she crowns 

her dreams of becoming a singer.

Born in Amancio Rodríguez, a remote village in the

eastern province of Las Tunas, Haila is now one of Cuba’s

most popular singers, acclaimed on stages both within the 

country and abroad. She has the power to reach the hearts 

the great common sense of her lyrics.

Talkative, just like a typical Cuban, she is also elegant,

friendly and, above all, sure of what she wants to achieve.

Haila tells Cubaplus that she always wanted to be a singer.

“Although my father was not a professional singer, he 

always sang songs that I listened to over and over again,

and my mother, a hair stylist, has great pitch and dances 

quite well. I inherited my talent from them.”

“Whenever there was a show at school, there I was up on 

the stage dancing, acting or singing. I knew from the time 

I was a child that I was going to be an artist,” says Haila. 

  Wanted to be a Singer
Culture in the capital, municipal centres dedicated

to the promotion and development of all forms of 

culture, as well as to all the places she knew could 

help her with her dreams to sing.

“In the early 90s I started as a dancer in the then 

famous Cuban band, Los Magnéticos. One day I was

lucky enough to meet the talented singer Jacqueline

Castellanos, who took me to the Septeto Tradicional 

(a band that played mostly traditional Cuban music) 

where I started as a professional singer.

“After three years in that band, I joined Habana Son

and in 1994 went to Bamboleo, which I consider like

a school for me. I could say that what I am today is 

due to the work I did in that band.

“And as one always has aspirations and dreams, 

By Mercedes Ramos 
Photos by Alejandro Azcuy

and Alejandro Pérez
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I left Bamboleo in 1997 and joined Azucar Negra as lead 

singer. I stayed there until early 2000, when I began a new

period in my career.”

Haila, under the musical direction of Isaac Delgado with

arrangements by Juan Manuel Ceruto. I consider this to be a 

jewel, a tribute to Cuban music.

“I later participated in the CD “La Rumba Soy Yo”, singing 

with other Cuban musicians. This received the Latin 

Grammy in 2001.”

Between recordings, Haila has performed numerous

concerts locally and abroad, and is among the artists most

admired by Cuban audiences.

In 2003, La Diva del Son, as she is known in Cuba, presented

her second CD Haila Live, on the BisMusic label, with which

she has been working for ten years, under the musical

direction of Juan Manuel Ceruto. The CD was a great success 

in the Canadian market.

In 2005 she recorded her third CD, Haila Diferente, directed

by Charanga Habanera director David Calzado. This almost 

became an anthem, especially the song “Quien Fue,” which

was played day and night on the radio, TV and on the streets. 

“It was really something fabulous”, says Haila.

The video clip for “Quien Fue” won the popularity prize in 

the 2006 Lucas contest, which annually awards the best

Cuban clips.

Then came her fourth CD, Tal Como Soy, in 2008.yy

Produced by David Calzado, this won the 2007 Cubadisco

Mala, produced by

Roniel Alfonso and Aned Mota, is already on the airwaves.

dream of singing together with our Omara Portuondo

(who received a 2009 Latin Grammy) and also singing a 

duet with Puerto Rican singer Olga Tañon.

“This is an album to enjoy. It’s totally tropical. It has

ballads, salsa, cumbia, bachata and some fusion.”

many dreams, I sang with Omara Portuondo, with Pablo

Milanés (famous Cuban troubadour)… I still want to sing

with Marc Anthony. The day that happens, the world will

explode.”
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With three decades of experience 

as an artist, Rigoberto Mena has 

sent his paintings to represent

Cuba at prestigious international

art exhibitions in Berlin, Cologne, Madrid, Brussels, 

Toronto and Shanghai. His works are also included in

top-quality public and private collections worldwide.

A simple man, gentle and self-assured, Mena is a

typical Cuban conversationalist - he’ll talk at any time

- but this talker is surrounded by paintings. His house

by his paintings, but also those of his artist friends,

even in the kitchen.

The artist will discuss his world that is shaped by

brushes and oil paint, even if he considers that

he started a little late. Nevertheless Mena has

become one of the most important painters in the

country.

Abstractionist
By Mercy Ramos  /  Photos by Courtesy of Pedro Abascal
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“I’m an abstract painter who relies on intuition to create my 

work, but I also use logic and reason. The harmonious blend of 

these facets is how I produce my paintings.”

For Mena, painting is an important part of his life because it 

is a how he expresses himself spiritually, a way to channel his 

energy and speak from the depths of his soul.

He believes that art in Cuba has developed greatly because 

the country has many talented artists, who he advises to work 

and study hard and not to waste time. Above all, he advises, 

they should not get carried away by fashion trends but should 

instead follow their inner selves to reach the truth.

130 x 130 cm
2005.

21.5 x 28cm
Paper Mixed
Technique,
2005.
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127 x 167, Mixed Technique on 
Canvas, 2005.

200 x 200cm,
From the Serie 

Del libro de los secretos,
Mixed Technique on Canvas,

2005.
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200 x 200 cm, 
Buda,Amberes, Panamarenko 
y La Habana, Mixed
Technique,Canvas, 2006.
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At the beginning of last year, the Cancun Convention 

and Visitors Bureau launched the campaign “Cancun 

and the Treasures of the Caribbean.” The  campaign

is intended to consolidate/unify a great destination

through the joint promotion of Cancun, Puerto Morelos and

Caribbean islands like Holbox, Isla Mujeres, Cozumel and Contoy-

-and through activities related to food, fashion, adventure and 

ecology and other factors of interest to tourists.

Today more than ever, Cancun and the Treasures of the 

Caribbean present a travel option that allows tourists to live

contrasting and complementary, that can be enjoyed within a

single destination. While Cancun is recognized throughout the

United States as being one of the best travel values anywhere,

with lodging options that range from hotels in the center of the

renowned for its water sports, golf courses, spas, specialty

restaurants and incredible variety of nightlife.

All this is enough to enjoy a great vacation.  Now, thanks to 

The Treasures of the Caribbean, visitors can experience an even 

more intriguing range of activities for the entire family.  The

many options include swimming with marine creatures, bird 

and theTreasures of the Caribbean, 
a Unique Experience

watching, visits to archaeological sites and other adventures that 

make Cancun and the Treasures of the Caribbean a memorable

experience.

Only 20 minutes from Cancun is the charming town of Puerto

Puerto Morelos is also one of the (area’s) most important culinary 

destinations, featuring internationally famous chef John Gray,

Cancun
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who choose to retire from the international scene and now has a 

restaurant in this town.

In Puerto Morelos, you’ll also discover the Route of the Cenotes.  

A Cenote is an underground river surrounded by a lush forest, and 

perfect for a cooling swim. Adding to the attractions, the marina

learning more about animal care, and Hunab-Ku, a craft market

established by local artists. Before leaving this beautiful place,

you much see Puerto Morelos Reef, a national park providing

plants.

Who doesn’t dream of a holiday from the ordinary world,

surrounded by the turquoise blue sea of the Mexican Caribbean?

of visitors every year. This is the place to see an ancient shrine

to the Mayan goddess Ixchel that today provides shelter to 

thousands of marine species.  Isla Mujeres has some of the most 

the world’s most beautiful public beaches including North Beach, 

a beach paradise with a small pier where boaters and tourists can 

enjoy the area’s world-famous dish “Fish Tikinxic.”

Travel to Island Turtle Farm to see an incubation area for giant sea 

turtles that is protected by the Mexican Government. While in Isla

Mujeres near Cancun, discover adventure in places like Garrafón 

Park where there’s the opportunity to practice going from zip-

lining across treetops to snorkeling along the natural reef south of 

Island Point.  Another perfect spot to dive and admire the beauty

of the underwater world is Manchones Reef.  One kilometer long 

more experienced divers, we recommend the Cave of the Sleeping 

drowsy by the low salinity of the water.

1961, a protected natural area restricted to a maximum of 200 

visitors a day.  The park, also known as “Bird Island”, is a natural 

Two sites on the southern part of the island that deserve a visit are

Ixchalé Reef, which marks the beginning of the longest barrier reef 

in the northern hemisphere and the Great Mesoamerican Reef.

and one of the most peaceful destinations anywhere.

Further west is Isla Holbox, a secluded village forgotten by time.  

restaurants serving fresh seafood where you can enjoy the culinary 
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jewel of this area, “Lobster Pizza.” Holbox is a place created for 

the eyes of real travelers. Other spots for serious travelers are Yum 

Balam Reserve and Yalahau, or Conil Lagoon, home to species like 

jaguars, who give the reserve its name.

The island of Cozumel is one of the most renowned cruise ship 

ports in the Americas, receiving countless international cruise

ships and passengers throughout the year. The island provides 

perfect conditions for a wide variety of water sports including

important activities on the island. The ocean currents surrounding

Cozumel’s National Marine Park allow divers to drift along with 

the current to admire, as the early Mayans did, the wonders of the 

Mesoamerican Reef crossing in front of their beaches, the second

largest in the world. 

One of the unique attractions of the island is Chankanaab Park, 

where you can appreciate one of the most distinctive coral reefs

in the world. Cozumel also has archaeological sites, such as

ancient Mayan temple, and the Caracol of Cozumel located at the

southern tip of the island.  This shows the enormous knowledge

of the Mayan culture regarding harnessing the power of wind and 

air currents.

One of the newest attractions showcasing the treasures of Cancun

and the Caribbean is the recently opened Cancun Underwater

Museum, located in the National Park Costa Occidental de Isla 

Mujeres, Punta Cancun and Punta Nizuc.  Artist Jason deCaires 

cycles of life in his exhibit entitled “The Silent Evolution” and 

creating the largest underwater museum in the world. Visitors 

can marvel these incredible works of art close up while snorkeling

or diving.

The treasures just described present a range of possibilities for 

all visitors to this wonderful Mexican destination.  In 2011, we 

Treasures of the Caribbean have reserved, just for you.

About Cancun

Cancun is located in the northern part of the southeastern

Mexican state of Quintana Roo. It is Mexico’s number one tourist 

destination and is known all over the world for its spectacular 

beaches, unique beauty and breathtaking turquoise waters.

Cancun’s shoreline recently underwent a $71 Million Dollar 

makeover, that featured 1.3 billion gallons of sand to renovating 

the Hotel Zone’s seashore.  The most popular tourism destination

in Mexico and Latin America has also added to its sun, beach, 

visitors a chance to experience adventure and interaction 

with nature. Cancun and the Treasures of the Caribbean invite 

travelers to discover the vast natural, cultural and gastronomical

cultures of Puerto Morelos, and the four islands of the Mexican 

Caribbean: Holbox, Isla Mujeres, Contoy and Cozumel. Cancun

is a multifaceted destination that combines nature, historical

Mayan Culture, glamour, luxury and world class tourism with the 

seduction for adventure, the passion for paradisiacal nature and

the enchantment of gastronomical magic.
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Riviera Maya
Paradise is Forever
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One of the world’s most 

beautiful destinations, the 

Riviera Maya, is situated along

the eastern coast of Mexico, 

nestled between the Caribbean Sea and 

exotic jungles. The region is easily accessible

in Canada. The Riviera Maya boasts the 

tranquility of sparsely-populated white sand 

beaches, access to some of the world’s most

endless activities both on land and on sea. 

With 81 acres of coastline, the region 

neighbors the world’s second largest barrier 

reef, The Great Mesoamerican Barrier Reef, 

corals and tropical marine life. From exotic 

eco-adventures and ultra luxurious spa 

indulgences to world-renowned golf courses, 

the Riviera Maya is the ultimate destination 

for culturally-rich adventures and supreme 

relaxation. 

celebrity-designed golf courses while taking 

in panoramic views of the scenic Riviera 

Maya. Selected as the host to the February 

2011 Mayakoba Golf Classic, the Riviera Maya 

is the only location outside of the U.S. and 

Canada to host a prestigious PGA golf tour.

The pristinely-maintained emerald green

courses showcase the region’s natural beauty 

bending through thick jungles, stunning 

lagoons and facing the turquoise seas of the 

Caribbean. 

Renowned spas can be found throughout 

the Riviera Maya providing ultimate

rejuvenation and relaxation. Visitors can 

choose to experience the most sophisticated 

historical Maya roots with a more traditional

treatment. For an authentic Maya experience, 

spa-goers can opt to indulge in treatments 

incorporating ancient Maya rituals and

aromatic ingredients indigenous to the 

Spa & Golf
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region.  Accommodating the needs of all guests, spas in the 

Riviera Maya use state of the art products and equipment

for treatments that include everything from facials, deep

tissue massages and body wraps to mud bars, hot stone

therapy and chocolate and Mayan clay massages. Couples

treatments are also available for those who want to share 

a romantic spa experience with their loved one. Many of 

and after treatments. This allows for time to enjoy 

is perhaps the best known authentic treatment of 

the ancient cultures and takes place in an enclosure

where heated volcanic rocks are doused with herb 

infused water to create aromatic and healing steam. 

Heat produced by the steam of aromatic medicinal 

herbs is used to arouse and cleanse the senses. 

Warmth takes over the body, rebuilding health and 

well-being. To the rhythm of drums and chants,

the Temazcal acts as a natural, “womb,” giving the 

participants a sense of “rebirth,” upon completion.

Guests can enjoy these spa treatments beachside, listening to

the rhythmic sound of the waves coming in and out, in a candle-lit 

treatment room, in the comfort of their own hotel room, or even

on rock outcropping on an open facing cenote where the guest

can hear water dripping from the cave ceiling into the water sink 

hole below. The serene sounds of exotic birds chirping, waves

lapping at the sand and the gentle rhythmic hum of cicadas

provide a natural Maya soundtrack that soothes the soul.  

www.rivieramaya.com.
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& Photographers Nelson Ramírez de Arellano

and Liudmila Velasco are not the usual

Cuban artists, beginning with the fact that

both were born outside of Cuba. Nelson,

from a Spanish-Cuban family, was born in Berlin and

Liudmila in Moscow, both in 1969. Their families later

returned to Cuba where, years later, Nelson and Liudmila 

met and, for over a decade, have created a team both in

life and in their artistic research.

and use photography as a mirror to see themselves, to 

show one to the other and to let us participate in that

game of looking.

N&Liudmila&
Photofeature

Obispo y Habana from the serie Hotel Habana 2008-2009
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Their most successful exhibition is the series “Absolute

Revolution,” a complex and eclectic work that includes 

photos, installations, books and videos, all structured to

create a sort of “portrait” of revolutionary Cuba.

Their most recent project was showcased at the 10th 

Havana Art Biennale. “Hotel Habana” explores the 

passage of time and people’s expectations for the future,

together with their fears and hopes.

The artists intend to continue this project in other

cities of the world: “As we presented Hotel Habana 

in the Biennale, it could be seen as a local project, but 

our intention is to deal with a universal topic. The real

topic in the exhibition is time and the expectations we as

human beings have for the future.”

Another project presented in this photofeature is

performed by the couple together. Twenty-one images

of little boats navigate the most diverse spaces with a 

message relating to the innocence of childhood.

The Journey 2005.

Untitled from the serie Silencios 1995.
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Zanja y Galiano

from the serie Hotel

Habana 2008-2009

Prado y Neptuno from

the serie Hotel Habana 

2008-2009
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Teatro Payret from the serie Hotel Habana 2008-2009

Aguila y 

Dragones from 

the serie Hotel 

Habana 2008-

2009
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Contact Information:

liudmila.nelson@gmail.com
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 Models: Jessica and Carlos
Photos by José (tito) Meriño
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The fashion we present to you in this edition, inspired 

by the styles of the 1950s and 60s, received the award 

for best joint collection “Today as Yesterday” at the 

International Crafts Fair (FIART 2010) in December at the 

Pabexpo halls in Havana.

The fashions by designers Viera Reinoso and Carmen Elia Ferrán, 

elegant colors, very much in the international fashion trend.
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Very well worked by hand, these creations are adorned with tucks, 

roses, embroidery and openwork giving them a touch of distinction 

and a Cuban feel. Among them, of course, are the guayabera 

(traditional loose lightweight Cuban shirt) and the vest, recreating 

the period inspiring both designers.

Viera Reinoso, well known in the Cuban fashion world, has won 

several awards at FIART and in other exhibitions. For Carmen Elia 

Ferrán, although she has been working as a designer for several 
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When you see a dancer dancing, an acrobat leaping,

an athlete running or simply a person walking,

you seldom stop to think that behind those

movements may be the hand of an orthopaedic

surgeon or a rehabilitation specialist responsible for restoring the 

health of a person after an injury or accident.

That is precisely the work performed by specialists at the Frank 

Pais Orthopaedic Science Complex, headed by its general director, 

Professor Dr. Rodrigo Álvarez Cambras, who has been at the helm

of the institution for more than four decades.

“I started as director of this hospital on January 6, 1969, and since 

complex that, besides caring for patients in orthopaedics and 

rehabilitation, also trains professionals in those specialties”, said 

Álvarez Cambras.

The physician went on to explain that this hospital has reached 

such a professional level that today it is an institution of national 

and international credential.

By Mercy Ramos  /  Photos by José Tito Meriño

The International 
Frank Pais Orthopaedic 

western Havana, is one 
of the most prestigious of 

its kind in the world for 
the innovative techniques 

used in treatments and the 
excellent results obtained 

through surgery and 
rehabilitation 

of many patients.

Restorers
of Movement
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The Cuban scientist described the numerous possibilities 

for patients coming to Frank Pais, which treats every type 

of orthopaedic disease and trauma. For this, the centre 

has 750 beds and 28 operating rooms divided into three

surgical units according to the severity of the condition.

“Foreign patients who wish to be treated only need to 

email a summary of their medical records and relevant 

documents to enable us to evaluate so we may reply with

the corresponding steps to be taken,” said the director.

“Our institution has three hotels, two of which are of 

four-star category and prepared with required services

customized for foreign patients. The third hotel, with 

capacity for 100 people, is for specialists training in 

orthopaedics and rehabilitation, as well as for medical 

technicians in those specialties,” Cambras said.

Within the 11 hectares of the complex, continued Prof.

Cambras, there is an exercise rehabilitation area, as

well as a sauna and grounds for practicing sports like

basketball, golf and tennis, among others. There is

also a factory for orthopaedic prosthesis and surgical 

instruments, as well as a tissue bank available for grafts.

Each year more than 60,000 Cubans are seen for
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ccfpais@fpais.sld.cu 
www.frank pais-ortop.com
www.ccortopfpais.sld.cu
Tel.: 9537-2718646/2719055
FAX: (537) 2725614  /  2731422  /  2736444

Ortop Events Centre

Telephone: (53-7) 271 2832  /  Fax: (53-7) 273 1422

e-mail: eventos@fpais.sld.cu

congreso@fpais.sld.cu

correointernacional@fpais.sld.cu

CCOI “Frank Pais”

Telephone: (53-7) 271 8646

e-mail: cambras@fpais.sld.cu

consultation and 5,000 for operations, while some 540 

foreign patients receive both types of hospital attention, as

needed.

It is perhaps important to mention that all Cuban athletes

are treated at this centre, many of whom have undergone

surger due to injuries. That was the case for two-time 400m 

and 800m Olympic title holder Alberto Juantorena, World

Champion High Jumper Javier Sotomayor and, more recently,

the Cuban 110 metre hurdles champion, Dayron Robles.

Dancers from the Cuban National Ballet are also treated, as 

are artists from the national circus and, it should be noted, 11 

heads of state have been treated in this institution.

Cambras concluded with the observation that these

achievements demonstrate that, despite the limitations due 

to the country’s economic situation, our treatment technique 

has remained at the height of any nation in the world, with 

the excellent results we get in the attention to each patient.

Ortopedia 2011
22

2

Cuban Society of Orthopedics and Traumatology

Telephone: (53-7) 265 8549

e-mail: scot@fpais.sld.cu

CUBATUR

Telephone: (53-7) 206-9804  / 206-9802

Fax: (53-7) 206-9807

e-mail: director@cbtevent.cbt.tur.cu

http://www.cubatur.cu/
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 Material Developed by NASA
 Matériau développé par la NASA *
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Known as the Tobacco Painter, Milton 

Bernal Castro is an artist, artisan, 

journalist, communicator and excellent 

conversationalist, who gained recognition 

thanks to a peculiar technique: he fastens leaves of the 

best cigar in the world to his oil paintings.

the desired image with charcoal on recycled paper, 

determining where he will place the tobacco leaves. The 

leaves he uses are initially chosen for the world’s most 

famous cigars, but are rejected at the last moment for 

minor imperfections.

Thus his art is non-abusive as he uses recycled paper 

and the leaves are not of use to the industry.

In conversation with Cubaplus, Bernal Castro explained 

 
combination

By Ilsa Rodríguez
Photos by José Tito Meriño and the author

Art  Cigars
and
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tobacco leaves encrusted on dampened paper onto a 

canvas with a press. With the leaves now in the right spot, 

he dries them in the sun and, when completely sun dried, 

he separates the paper from the canvas and begins the 

painting process.

Besides being a self-taught artist, Bernal Castro is also 

an industrial designer, a journalism graduate from the 

University of Havana specialized in social communication, 

and a graduate of the Higher School of Marketing Studies. 

He is a member of the Visual Arts Development Centre, 

the National Association of Publicists and Advertisers 

and the Association of Artisans and Artists, all of them 

Cuban institutions. He is also a member of Barcelona’s 

International Federation of Artists and of the French 

Artlive Internacional, among others.

His beautiful paintings have appeared in some hundred 

exhibits in the world and center on the feminine nude 

and personalities. One of the special places reserved for 
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this artist each year is the International Habanos 

(Cigar) Festival celebrated in Havana and which  

closes with an art auction.

Paintings by Bernal Castro have been selected 

for the auction of the Habanos Festival on four 

occasions (2005, 2006, 2008 and 2009). Those 

paintings were donated and the auction money  

was destined for Cuban public health.

For the upcoming edition of the festival, the 

artist has prepared a painting giving homage 

to Cuban singer-composer Joseíto Fernández. 

He was immortalized through his famous song 

Guantanamera, which was later popularized by 

US singer Pete Seeger with the poetry of Cuban 

National Hero Jose Martí.
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By Cary Chaviano   /  Photos by José Tito Meriño

Castropol
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n To receive a discount in the Castropol restaurant you should present 
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E

Consumption Consumption Consumption
up to 50 CUC: from 50 to 100 CUC:  more than 100 CUC: 
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Besides its enviable location, facing Havana’s 

Malecón (sea wall), the Castropol restaurants 

and fusion cuisine.

The Castropol Society opened the two restaurants with the
th,

2010, after a period of restoration.

specializing in charcoal grilled meat and seafood in barbecue,

chirrichurri or tartar sauce, as well as pastas and pizzas.

tamal en cazuela, ground corn stew. This is a very pleasant

place to dine, amid numerous ornamental plants, especially 

in the inner patio where furniture and décor accord with the

1920s style of the building. 

a culinary style that prepares typical Cuban dishes using 

spices from France, Spain and other lands, without losing the

traditional essence.

A special addition is the terrace, where diners can 

contemplate the intense blue sea and the breaking of the

waves just across the street. This, together with the friendly 

the delicious food, will surely make this a “must visit”

restaurant whenever you come to Havana.

Number 107 on the Malecón, between Genio 
and Crespo Streets in Centro Havana.
Telephone (53-7) 862-1667
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Latin American editors and sports commentators A i di d

chose sportsmen from Brazil and Uruguay as

the best of the region in 2010, according to the

annual Prensa Latina News Agency survey,

carried out since 1965.

Some 115 journalists from 13 countries, representing

newspapers, radio, TV and digital media, sent their 

opinions to Prensa Latina.

They chose Brazilian Fabiana Murer, world pole vault Th h B ili F bi M ld l l

champion and leader in the Diamond League, as the best 

female athlete.

Soccer player Diego Forlan from Uruguay was chosen as 

the top male.

The team sport award went to the Brazilian men’s volleyball 

team. Together with Murer, this made Brazil top-ranking.

Details of the survey indicate that the Brazilian athlete
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d 38 votes for Best Sportswoman and 13 votes as rereceived 3

tstastanding Athlete, giving her a great advantage overOutstst

her closestsest rival, Cuban female triple jump champion he

Yargelis Savignegne.

Meanwhile, the BrazBrazilian men’s volleyball team, winner

of the World League and Chd Championship, received strong

Uruguayan Forlan, awarded the Golden Ball as the best

player in the FIFA 2010 World Cup, was preferred by 50 news

media, and left Argentine striker Lionel Messi in second

place with 37 votes.

The Top Ten

enAmong the 10 most outstanding athletes in 2010 chosen

orer in the were Argentine soccer player Lionel Messi, top scorer in

8 t f B t S t d ti d U F l d d th G ld B ll th
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Spanish and Champions League, and Cuban athlete Yargelis

Savigne, second at the 2010 World Indoor Championship.

In the same selection were Cuban wrestler Mijaín López,

hockey player Luciana Aymar and the Dominican Republic’s 

female weightlifter Yudelquis Contreras, double medalist at

the world level.

Also included were Brazilian volleyball player Murilo Endres, 

considered the Most Valuable Player in both the League and

World Championship, and baseball players Albert Pujols

from the Dominican Republic and Félix Hernández from 

Venezuela.

The top ten list is completed with two more Cubans: discus

thrower Yarelis Barrios, winner of the Diamond League, and 

Cuban Grandmaster Yaniet Marrero, who won gold at the 

third board in the World Chess Olympiad 2010.

Since it began in 1964, this survey has had among its 

Javier Sotomayor and Ana Fidelia Quirot, Argentine

Diego Armando Maradona, Colombians Martín “Cochise” 

Rodríguez and Alvaro Mejías, Mexicans Ana Guevara, Felipe 

among many others.
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Among the leading products of the Cuban Labiofam Group is a nutritional supplement 

made from the pseudostem of the banana plant, used as a complementary therapy in 

patients with oncological diseases.

This supplement is Acitan, the result of research by a team of specialists at Labiofam, 

the institution that has decided to expand its use.

To do this, it is necessary to implement technologies that enable a steady supply of banana 

pseudostem, the raw material essential for production.

To obtain higher volumes of pseudostem, Labiofam began cultivating extra-dense bananas, a

technique resulting in higher yields with the plant cut after each harvest.

organic and there is the possibility of using soils formerly not considered suitable for traditional 

banana cultivation.

supplement to everyone who needs it. For this reason, the focus is not only to enhance the 

formulation’s properties, but also to implement work styles that allow sustainability of the project.

to Sustainability

Acitan

By Liliam Lee
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Given the increasing spiral in tourism in Cuba, the 

island’s authorities are promoting development

of truly appealing places, such as Cayo Santa

Maria on the north central coast, where 

everything is planned to delight the most discerning traveler.

With a 13 square kilometre area, surrounded by 11 kilometres 

of beaches with comfortable facilities, this charming place

-run by the Gaviota Group- is designed for tourists to enjoy in 

a very well-preserved natural environment.

Cayo Santa María boasts diving locations with a wide variety

best vacations on the sea.

Many consider this the liveliest of the region’s islets. The

complement the landscape of the area with full respect for

the environment.

Four of the hotels are run by the Spanish Sol Melia hotel chain,

with 925 rooms, very suitable for couples and families, with

many activities for children.

Visitors choosing to stay at Las Dunas have at their disposal

water sports’ areas, tennis courts, gymnasium, four pools

(two for adults and two for children), as well as delicious

There are also several bars and a night club.

Hotel, with 358 rooms designed for couples and families. 

This hotel has a swimming pool, tennis court, diving centre,

several restaurants, gymnasium and an activity program for

children.

The Sol Cayo Santa Maria Hotel is four-star, all inclusive with

tennis court, several restaurants and bars, a night club and

other recreational activities.

star all inclusive Melia Buenavista opened its doors in 2010.

Of its 105 rooms, all with satellite TV, 57 face the sea and 17

are distributed in attractive bungalows.

The new hotel has three bars, three restaurants (one ranchón 

international cuisine). Visitors staying at this facility have

internet and fax services, a business centre, two pools,

daytime and evening entertainment, water sports, a jacuzzi

and a gym.

Cayo Santa Maria, administered by the Spanish Barcelo

chain.

With satellite TV in all of its 1,974 rooms, internet and fax

services, the hotel has six restaurants and four bars, four

swimming pools, a gymnasium, business centre, water sports

and both daytime and evening entertainment.

In addition to the hotel facilities, the islet contains a tourist

Cuban towns. 

Cayo 
Santa María

By Roberto F. Campos

New Cuban Tourism Jewel
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One of the marvels Columbus encountered when he arrived to

the islands that would later be called the Antilles, was the use of 

tobacco, especially in Cuba. The Great Admiral watched as natives 

used a pipe-shaped instrument to smoke what they called tobago, 

hence the name tobacco. Illustrations of the time show natives smoking through 

the nose.

The tobacco plant, with its beautiful large green leaves, can grow to between

one and three metres tall, and requires intensive care while growing. The earliest

inhabitants of Cuba believed the plant had medicinal properties and used it in 

religious ceremonies.

Although Its cultivation has spread to some 120 countries where climate permits, 

Cuba has maintained the reputation for growing the best tobacco in the world, as 

well as for making the best cigars in the world.

European to roll a cigar, taught the secrets by indigenous chief Eno-Xil.

Pinar del Río Province, that has the greatest world fame.

The famous cigars have led to an industry that includes the art of making cigar

boxes, beautifully engraved bands that identify each brand of the aromatic product,

humidors for their preservation and cabinets of precious wood to store and protect 

them.

Tobacco’s inspiration is not limited to beautiful crafts, as painters and writers have

been stirred by the legends surrounding it, such as the verses in Iré a Santiago by the 

famous Spanish poet Federico García Lorca.

Cigars have often been the preference of statesmen, such as Winston Churchill,

who is seldom pictured without his cigar. Churchill’s smoking habit began on a visit 

of that brand was named in his honour: the seven-inch long “Churchill cigar”.

Habano
By Inés María Martiatu

Customs and traditions
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In a small space deep in Old Havana, the best

cigar in the world has its own museum.

Located in a 18th Century house that the 

Bartolomé Luque family had built on Los 

Mercaderes Street and inaugurated as a museum on 

of that precious plant.

It is the only facility in Cuba dedicated to the

preservation and exhibition of all things related to

the culture of tobacco and cigars.

On exhibit are instruments for the processing of 

the tobacco leaf, pipes, lighters and numerous

items related to the art of smoking. Meriting special

for the Best Cigar in the World
By Roberto F. Campos
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mention are a 19th Century press formerly in the old Corona 

Habanos factory, a table used by those creating the world

marvel, and several tobacco packages from the 19th and 20th 

centuries.

Also on display is a vast collection of old stone lithographs

and bands of prestigious cigar brands.

exhibition rooms, two entrance halls and furthermore, on the 

Its proximity to the museum make this Casa del Habano 

distinct from the other 92 such facilities scattered around the

globe.

tobacco in Cuba from the growing of the leaves in the Vuelta

Abajo region - in the westernmost part of the island - to its

industrial development.

During the visit you can see the wooden reproduction of 

the tobacco idol, a symbol of the value the leaf had for the

indigenous Taíno communities that lived on the island

before the arrival of the Spanish colonizers.

In the exhibition and conference hall of the facility,

chart showing the geographical location of the Casas del 

Habano around the world, the companies that distribute 

Habanos and a collection of photos of the global Habanos 

personalities and important consumers of the famed 

cigars.

The Cigar Museum exhibits works by Cuban and foreign 

artists related to tobacco, and also serves as a venue for 

specialized conferences and events sponsored by this

institution.
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nce a bulwark against pirate attacks and witness to bloody combat, 

the Havana Fortress of San Carlos de la Cabaña yet again opens

its arms to Cuba’s major publishing event, the International Book 

Fair.  With the theme: “To Read Is To Grow”, this annual event

is now celebrating its 20th edition. From February 10 through 20, the military 

complex built by Spain in 1774 at the mouth of Havana Bay to defend the city, 

along with the San Salvador de La Punta Fortress and the Real Fuerza Castle, 

will bring together authors, publishers and distributors from all over the world.  

  For the duration of the Fair, they are daily joined by thousands of readers looking

for the latest in Cuban and world literature.

Book sales and exhibitions are combined with artistic presentations, colloquiums,

meetings, conferences and many other activities enjoyed by both specialists and

the knowledge-seeking public.

A Date with 
Books in Havana
By Ilsa Rodríguez
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This 20th edition of the Fair will pay homage to the bicentennial of Latin American 

the abolition of slavery. It will also honour Cuban writers Jaime Sarusky, winner of 

the 2004 National Literature Award, and Fernando Martínez Heredia, 2006 National 

Social Sciences Award holder.

Other tributes will be paid to the peoples of Antigua and Barbuda, Bolivia, Cuba, the

Commonwealth of Dominica, Ecuador, Nicaragua, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines 

and Venezuela, all members of the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America 

(ALBA in Spanish).

Conceived as a space for dialogue between the literatures of Latin America and

the capital, the book fair extends throughout Cuba until March. Last year the event

was attended by two million people with some 900,000 books sold.
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Events in Cuba
IV International Congress on Natural and Traditional 
Medicine and First International Seminar on Medicine 
and Complexity.  
April 7 to 10. Camagüey Medical University in Playa Santa Lucía.

VIX International Humberto Solás 
Low-Budget Cinema Festival.   

April 19 to 25. Gibara, Holguín.

VIII International Choir Festival 
“CORHABANA 2011”.  
April 21 to 25. San Francisco de Asís Basilica. 
Amadeo Roldan Theatre. Havana City.

XVII International 
Romerías de Mayo Festival.  

May 2 to 8. Holguín.

XXX International Tourism Fair 
“FIT Cuba 2011”. 
May 3 to 8. Morro-Cabaña Complex. 
Havana City.

International Cubadisco 2011 Fair. 
May 15 to 23. Gardens of the Cuban Writers and Artists Guild (UNEAC). 

Theatre of the City. 
Havana City.

60th International “Ernest Hemingway” 
Marlin Tournament.  
May 24 to 29. Marina Hemingway. 
Havana City.
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Velasco
While its facade may lack great architectural 

appeal, the sober elegance of the Hotel 

Velasco has been maintained since it was 

built in 1902 by a wealthy family in the 

western city of Matanzas. Hotel Velasco is an ideal place for 

travelers heading to or from the famous Cuban beach resort, 

Varadero, located some 19 miles away.

 After a complete overhaul to update the facility to meet 

the demands of modern tourism, Hotel Velasco, preserving 

the name of its original owners, welcomes visitors from 

across the former Arms Square, which residents of 

Matanzas rechristened Plaza Libertad (Freedom Square) 

at the end of the Spanish colonial era.

Hotel     
By Tomás Granados 

 Photos by José Meriño
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atmosphere with a distinctive and personal touch in the 

busy historic center, dominated by relics of 19th Century 

Cuban architecture, including Sauto Theatre, the old City 

Hall and the Church of San Pedro de Versailles. 

 The hotel’s restaurant seats 58 and resembles the 

central courtyards of other Matanzas buildings, 

although it has singularly high ceilings and a large 

skylight.

 A distinctive feature at the centennial anniversary 

of the Velasco Hotel, run by the Cubanacan Group, 

was to reopen with the category Encanto (charm), 

bestowed only on old, small hotel facilities with 

cultural prominence, capable of providing top-

notch service for travelers, and located near 

historic sites. The Velasco is one of the 10 hotels in 

Cuba with that category.
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Ingredients
4 drops of crème de menthe

1 tsp of sugar
4 drops of lemon juice

2 ounces of orange juice
45 ml of aged rum

Preparation
Mix lemon, orange juice 

and sugar with ice 
in a blender. 

Sugar the rim of an 
8 ounce glass and 

pour in the crème de menthe. 
Add the frappe and 

top with the rum. 
Adorn the glass with 

a small pineapple slice.
Then, enjoy!

Velasco    

Sitting on a stool in the Velasco Hotel bar or in the lobby of that centennial facility in the historic centre of 

Matanzas, in the western region of Cuba, you are in an ideal spot to enjoy a good cocktail.

The Velasco Cocktail, a careful combination of orange and lemon juices, sugar, crème de menthe and aged rum, 

could become great company during your stay at the hotel.

www.cubaplus.ca92
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Circa 1964 the Cuban record labels came together under the name EGREM

(Recordings and Musical Editions Enterprise) which, for nearly 25 years, 

reigned over music produced in the country and organized 16 editions of 

the EGREM Prize, awarded to remarkable Cuban musicians. 

The late 1980s saw the birth of other recording labels, such as ARTEX SA, RTV 

Comercial, and PM Record and Ojalá studios of Pablo Milanés and Silvio Rodríguez

respectively.

Then, in 1997, to create a space for exchange between music industry producers and

categories. The Ebony Disc is considered the maximum symbol of this event.

More than 25 categories -covering all music genres- have been included in the contest 

since 1998. Every year Cubadisco is dedicated both to a country and a musical genre,

paying tribute to artists and personalities with distinguished creative work within 

Cuban music.

The Awards Committee is composed of notable professional musicians, musicologists, 

critics, directors of music radio and television programs and journalists, among others,

and the selection is made with great rigour.

First, the Awards Committee listens to the music in competition to select possible 

nominees for each category. Then, the juries for each category are selected from 

among outstanding professionals. They will be in charge of the award selection in each

category. The Awards committee delivers the Great Award and, if applicable, special

awards to persons and institutions performing noteworthy work during the previous 

year.

The Honorary Award, established in 2001, is given to Cuban or foreign notables who

have made exceptional contributions to musical creation and promotion.

Among the newest awards is the International Award, bestowed to foreign authors and

performers showing the most authentic music values of their people. Such was the case 

of Puerto Rican band, Calle 13, in 2010 and Spanish band, Ojos de Brujo, in 2008.

Cuban
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We invite you to participate and to celebrate with Cubadisco 
the presentation of awards of recognition for music

www.cubadisco.soycubano.com
www.cubaplus.ca

Dedicated to the “soneros” of the 
world in Santiago de Cuba

Cradle of the Son
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If you prefer, enjoy this dish at the 
Castropol Restaurant. 

f j yf j y

600 grams of lamb, cubed, 2 minced garlic cloves , ½ onion, 1 red pepper

2 ounces cumin, 1 ounce oregano, 25 ml olive oil, 50 ml red wine, 2 sprigs of fresh rosemary

pinch of salt and black pepper, 2 tomatoes, cooking oil, 6 olives, 1 piquillo (Spanish sweet red) pepper

The day before cooking, cube and marinate the lamb with all the ingredients.

Drain the spices from the marinade and add to the lamb. Finally, add the marinade and cook for 45 

minutes.

www.cubaplus.cawww.cubaplus.cawww.cubaplus.ca969696

Presented by Chef
Iván Rodríguez López 

Number 107 on the Malecón, between Genios and Crespo Streets in Centro Havana.
Telephone (53-7) 861-4864
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